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 Training Your Workforce 
 Handling ADA/Disability Accommodation Requests 
OSHA
Q+A

AGENDA AND SPEAKERS
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Note regarding Q&A: please use the Q&A feature in the Zoom window to 
submit your questions. All attendees will be muted and will be unable to 
verbally ask questions. Questions answered during the call will not be 
attributed to the participant who submitted the question. In the event we are 
unable to address all questions due to the time constraints, we will follow-up 
with you after the webinar.  
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OVERVIEW OF 
THE RETURN TO 
WORK SERIES
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COMING UP: RETURN TO WORK SERIES 
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Session 5: May 28
Preparing for the Unknown

● What to do when an 
employee tests positive

● Preparing for future waves 

● Preparing for audits

Session 6: June 2
Preparing for Battle

● The coming wave of 
COVID-19 employment 
litigation

● Tools to arm yourself

● Analysis of likely litigation 
battles
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RETURN TO WORK PART 4: PLANNING FOR OPENING DAY
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● No one-size-fits-all answer

● Many factors to consider
– Industry
– Location (State, County, City)
– Type of work, company, culture, etc.

● Rational approach 

● Purposeful, explanatory documentation

● Communications

● Training

● Preparedness plan & execution
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INDUSTRY CONTINUUM
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Professional 
Services

Tech

Retail

TV / Film 
Production

Sports / Events

Meat / Food 
Commercial

Travel 
(Air / Cruise)

Healthcare
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TRAINING YOUR 
WORKFORCE
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● Get your workforce educated before they return to work

● Develop specific training on existing, revised and new COVID-19 policies

● Avoid opening day problems

● Set the tone

● How and when can employers train their employees? 
– Prior to Day 1
 Leveraging technology
 Virtual training through Zoom or Teams

– Live training on Day 1
 Set aside time to train employees on Day 1

– Remember, training time is compensable 

HUMAN RESOURCES, MANAGER AND EMPLOYEE 
TRAINING
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● Existing policies
– Sick leave
– Accommodations
– FMLA and other expanded leave options

● Revised polices
– Absence and no show policies
– Unpaid leave

● New policies
– Return to work certification
– Contact notification and tracing

HUMAN RESOURCES TRAINING
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HUMAN RESOURCES TRAINING

“We notified people known to have been in 
close contact with the infected individual, while 
maintaining confidentiality, and asked them to 
self-quarantine for 14 days. We are also 
cleaning and disinfecting the work area, 
equipment, team area and the path that the 
team member took.”

Statement on May 19, 2020

“If someone that works at one of our plants tests 
positive for COVID-19, we will close the building 
in which that person works for 24 hours to be 
deep-cleaned and disinfected consistent with 
CDC guidelines.”

March 2020 Memorandum to Employees

Consistency and flexibility are key but how do you balance the two? 
Ford Plant, Illinois
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● Employer COVID-19 related protocols:
– Social distancing
– Face coverings
– Temperature and symptom screening
– Sending sick employees home
– Flexible attendance policy 
– Visitors to Workplace
– Resources 

MANAGER TRAINING
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HOW ARE POLICIES ENFORCED?
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Human Resources v. Managers

Human Resources Managers/Supervisors

● Sick leave and supporting 
documentation

● Unpaid leave

● Return to work certification

● Accommodations

● Contact tracing

● Enforcing COVID-19 workplace 
protocols
– Social distancing
– Face coverings
– Temperature and symptom 

screenings
– Sending sick employees home
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● How to handle employee complaints?
– Refusal to wear a mask
– Wearing a mask improperly
– Violating social distancing 
– Escalating issues of excessive absences/abuse of leave
– Remote work questions 
– Documenting complaints and responses 

● Responding to employees with observed COVID-19 symptoms 
– Directing leave questions

● When can employees return to work

● Discipline policy for violations of company’s COVID-19 protocols

MANAGER TRAINING
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● What does Day 1 at the workplace look like? 
– Symptom checking
– Face coverings
– Elevators and entrances
– Clocking in
– Social distancing
– Hand washing
– Posters
– Directing traffic
– Capacity limits
– Restrooms
– Lunch room practices
– Conference and meeting rooms
– Third party visitors

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
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● Employer COVID-19 protocols—what is the company requiring vs. what is recommended?
– Social distancing
– Face coverings
– Temperature and symptom screenings
– Sending sick employees home

● Who do employee report issues to?

● Updated leave options and attendance policies

● Employee acknowledgment
– Consider creating an acknowledgment or consent form which requires the employee to affirm notice and 

compliance with new COVID-19 policies

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
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● Timekeeping
– Are employees tracking all time worked, including after-hours email?
– Recording time for training

● Break policy
– Enforcing and recognizing employee meal and rest breaks (California)

● Flex schedules
– Introducing flexible scheduling to allow employees to care for children or other dependents while working remote

● Overtime
● Discipline 
● Leave options 
● Develop a new policy for terminations in order to ensure equipment is returned

VIRTUAL TRAINING FOR TELEWORKERS
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HANDLING 
ADA/DISABILITY 
ACCOMMODATION 
REQUESTS 
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Flexibility

Creativity

SafetyHardship

Temporary

ADA THEMES DURING COVID-19
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● Under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), only “qualified individuals with disability” are covered

● A disability is defined as “a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life 
activities” or “a history of a substantially limiting impairment”

● Examples of covered disabilities are:
– Cancer, heart disease, diabetes
– Cerebral palsy, epilepsy, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis
– Autism, intellectual disabilities
– Emotional illness, bipolar disorder, PTSD, schizophrenia 

● Individuals who may be at higher risk for developing complications from coronavirus
– Serious chronic medical conditions such as heart disease, lung disease and compromised immunity

● Exacerbation of mental health issues like anxiety, obsessive-compulsive disorder and PTSD

● However, employees only have the right to a reasonable accommodation for their own disability

19

WHAT DISABILITIES ARE COVERED BY THE ADA?
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Ask questions 
(and, if needed, 
request medical 
documentation)

Discuss the 
requested 

accommodation

Explore 
alternative 

accommodations

● Employers must still engage in an interactive process 

● If the employee does not request an accommodation, no action must be taken

THE INTERACTIVE PROCESS 

20
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● Depends on the industry, work environment and the individual’s job responsibilities
● Common COVID-19 accommodations:

– Additional or enhanced protective gowns, masks, gloves or other gear
– Changes to the work environment (such as one-way aisles, plexiglass, tables or other barriers)
– Temporary restructuring of marginal job duties
– Temporary reassignment or transfer to a different position
– Modifying work schedule or shift assignment
– Moving the location of where one performs their job 
– Remote work/teleworking 
– Leave of absence (or extended absence)

● Make the accommodations temporary by placing an end date
– Specific date or when certain restrictions are lifted
– Consider providing accommodation on temporary basis while discussing the request

The employee is not entitled to their choice of an accommodation

DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION REQUESTS

21
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● Examples of accommodations regarding wearing personal protective equipment:
– Non-latex gloves
– Modified face masks for interpreters or hearing-impaired individuals
– Gowns designed for individuals in wheelchairs

● Most common request will be an exception to wearing a mask
– Respiratory issues
– Anxiety, claustrophobia 
– Sensory processing disorder

● How do you balance accommodating a medical need and 
safety concerns?
– Individualized assessment of the facts (including employee’s limitations)
– Consider the work environment for that employee
– Review state and local face-covering orders

EXCEPTION REQUESTS TO WEARING MASKS
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● An employer does not have to provide a reasonable accommodation if it poses an “undue 
hardship” on the operation of its business
– Significant difficulty or expense
– May qualify now even if not in the past
– Difficult to prove for most companies

● For extended absences, specialized positions may be harder to fill with temporary workers

● Weigh cost of the accommodation against discretionary funds

● Analysis must take into account the entire company

● Even if an accommodation would result in an undue hardship, an employer must still consider 
alternative accommodations

UNDUE HARDSHIP
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● An accommodation does not have to be provided if it poses a direct threat which cannot be 
eliminated or reduced by reasonable accommodation
– A significant risk of substantial harm to the health or safety of the employee or to others in the workplace

● It is a complete defense to a claim of disability discrimination

● Assessment of whether an employee poses a direct threat in the workplace involves considering 
the following four factors:
– Duration of the risk

– Nature and severity of the potential harm

– Likelihood that the potential harm will occur

– The imminence of the potential harm

● On March 21, 2020, the EEOC concluded that the COVID-19 pandemic meets the definition of a 
direct threat

DIRECT THREAT DEFENSE
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OSHA
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OSHA

26
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INDUSTRY CONTINUUM
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● Employers must:
– Provide a workplace free of known health and safety hazards & comply with OSHA standards
– Establish, update & communicate safety procedures 
– Warn employees of potential hazards with color coded signs, posters, labels
– Train in a language employees understand
– Provide safe equipment
– Provide required safety gear (e.g., gloves or a harness and lifeline for falls)
– Protection from toxic chemicals
– Post OSHA poster or state equivalent
– Report work-related fatalities within 8 hours, and inpatient hospitalizations, losses of limb or eye within 24 hours
– Keep records of work-related injuries and illnesses
– Not retaliate against whistleblowers
– Post citations 
– Correct violations
– Safety & health plans (recommended by Fed OSHA / required by some State OSHA)

OSHA

28
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● Employees may:
– Report potential violations without fear of retaliation
– Request an OSHA inspection, and speak to the inspector
– Report an injury or illness, and get copies of their own medical records
– See copies of the workplace injury and illness log
– Review records of work-related injuries and illnesses
– Get copies of test results done to find hazards in the workplace

OSHA

29
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STATE OSHA
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April 10, 2020: OSHA guidance for COVID-19 recordkeeping requirements (29 CFR Part 1904)
● Must report if the case:

– Is confirmed as a COVID-19 illness;
– Is work-related as defined by 29 CFR 1904.5; and
– Involves one or more of the general recording criteria in 29 CFR 1904.7, such as medical treatment beyond first 

aid, days away from work or death

● An injury or illness is work-related if an event or exposure in the work environment either caused or 
contributed to the resulting condition

● Work-relatedness is presumed for injuries and illnesses resulting from events or exposures occurring in 
the work environment, unless an exception specifically applies

● OSHA wants employers focus their response efforts on implementing good hygiene practices in their 
workplaces, and otherwise mitigating COVID-19’s effects, rather than on making difficult work-
relatedness decisions in circumstances where there is community transmission

OSHA REPORTING

31
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● Features of various state requirements
– Site plan, hygiene, protocols re masks, physical distance, outbreak plan
– Control measures, screening, sanitizing and cleaning, PPE
– Some are industry-specific (e.g., California, New Hampshire)
– Phases (e.g., Maine, New Mexico, New York)
– Training of employees 
– Posting of plan (e.g., Minnesota)

● Tips to effectuate

30 STATES REQUIRE COVID-19 PREPAREDNESS PLANS, 
OUTBREAK PLANS AND/OR HYGIENE TRAINING

32
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● CDC, state and local governments, and OSHA - setting COVID-19 safety and return to work standards
– Differences between them
 General face covering is not PPE
 Some states are requiring face coverings; no state is requiring PPE

– Create national base line plan that can be adapted by state and locality

● OSHA return to work
– Cleaning and sanitizing 
– Protocols re hand washing, hand sanitizer, tissues to open doors with, directional floor plans, common area rules, 

physical distance, face covering, phased return to work, alternating shifts, etc.
– Preparedness, outbreak plans, etc.

COVID-19, CDC, STATE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT & OSHA
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CHALLENGES WITH EMPLOYEES RETURNING TO 
WORK
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OSHA NOT OSHA

● Employee concerns over:
– Other employees or managers not following 

Company protocols
– Failure to follow CDC, OSHA, state or local 

requirements
– People coming to work with symptoms

● Employee concerns over:
– Public transit
– Other people
– Parking attendants 
– Leaving the house
– COVID-19 generally
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● Healthcare industry and emergency response must continue to make work-relatedness determinations 
pursuant to 29 CFR § 1904

● Until further notice, however, OSHA will not enforce 29 CFR § 1904 to require other employers to make 
the same work-relatedness determinations, except where:
– There is objective evidence that a COVID-19 case may be work-related. This could include, for example, a number 

of cases developing among workers who work closely together without an alternative explanation; and
– The evidence was reasonably available to the employer. Examples of reasonably available evidence include 

information given to the employer by employees, as well as information that an employer learns regarding its 
employees’ health and safety in the ordinary course of managing its business and employees

HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
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● Training and messaging to ensure correct response

● Training to recipient of the complaint so they know what the right action should be

● Addressing

● Communicating result

● No retaliation

● Process consistent with company policy 

ADDRESSING COMPLAINTS
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This material is for general information purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice or any other advice on any specific facts or circumstances. 
No one should act or refrain from acting based upon any information herein without seeking professional legal advice. McDermott Will & Emery* (McDermott) 
makes no warranties, representations, or claims of any kind concerning the content herein. McDermott and the contributing presenters or authors expressly 
disclaim all liability to any person in respect of the consequences of anything done or not done in reliance upon the use of contents included herein. 
*For a complete list of McDermott entities visit mwe.com/legalnotices.

©2020 McDermott Will & Emery. All rights reserved. Any use of these materials including reproduction, modification, distribution or republication, without the 
prior written consent of McDermott is strictly prohibited. This may be considered attorney advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

THANK YOU / QUESTIONS?

For additional information, please visit 
www.mwe.com/coronavirus37

Upcoming McDermott Webinars:

Return to Work Virtual Toolkit for 
Employers 
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